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Abstract

To understand the association of heart rate control with rapid eye movement, we studied heart rate and eye movement continuously during sleep in 10 young, healthy subjects who do not suffer from any sleep disorder. The study took place over 3 nights in a sleep room. Polysomnographic recordings included electrooculogram (EOG), EEG, chin electromyogram (EMG) and ECG. The first and second nights were used for habituation, and the data obtained on the third night was used for analysis. Sleep stages were scored using standard R-K criteria. Each eye movement was extracted from EOG with semi-automated algorithm followed by physician’s confirmation. Population averaged results for DFA exponents of HRV were around 1/2 for non-REM sleep and 0.82 for REM sleep. Most notably, instantaneous heart rate showed distinctive increase within 30 sec of the rapid eye movements (p=0.04) with modification by the number of succeeding rapid eye movements.

1. Introduction

Normal sleep is characterized by cycles of non-rapid-eye-movement followed by rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep, with typically 5-6 cycles of durations approximately 90 minutes over the course of the night. While heart rate during sleep has been studied in the past for both rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-REM sleep [1-4], there remains a lack of consensus whether the rapid eye movement during sleep elicit consistent heart rate response, partly due to the difficulty in extracting eye movements from noisy electrooculogram (EOG) signals. We characterized the association of heart rate control with rapid eye movement by studying heart rate and eye movement continuously during sleep in 10 young, healthy subjects.

2. Methods

We studied 10 young healthy subjects, who did not suffer from any sleep disorder. Subjects had regular sleep habits. None of the subjects were taking any medication. The study took place over 3 nights in a sound-proof, air-conditioned (22-24 Celsius) sleep room. Polysomnographic recordings included EOG, electroencephalogram (EEG), chin electromyogram (EMG) and ECG. Subjects went to bed at their regular bedtime and got up spontaneously. The first and second nights were used for habituation, and the data obtained on the third night was used for analysis.

The HR was obtained from ECG recordings during sleep. Sleep stages were scored using standard Rechtschaffen Kales criteria [5]. Eye electrodes are attached on the upper-outer edge of the right eye and lower-outer edge of the left eye, with a common electrode on the left mastoid. If both eyes move in the same direction, the polarity of the both eye potentials will be opposite, and vice versa. In order to avoid detecting transmitted EEG potentials from frontal lobes, two signals that have the same polarity are omitted. EOG data were digitized with a sampling rate of 64Hz. Each eye movement was extracted from EOG recordings using semi-automated algorithm followed by physician's confirmation (Fig. 1).

We computed the detrended fluctuations analysis (DFA) exponents [6-9] of HRV during non-REM sleep and REM sleep. Exponents are calculated from linear fits to log-log plots of $F(n)$ versus $n$ in the regime $70 < n < 300$. We chose this fitting range to be above the regime of short-range correlations related to breathing and below the $n$ values where statistical errors become too large due to the finite length of the sleep stages.

We analyzed instantaneous heart rate before and after the onset of the rapid eye movements. The maximum HR of moving 10 second window average between the onset and 30 second after the onset of rapid eye movements are compared with the 30 seconds average HR before the onset.
Figure 1. Eye electrodes are attached on the upper-outer edge of the right eye and lower-outer edge of the left eye, with a common electrode on the left mastoid. If both eyes move in the same direction, the polarity of the both eye potentials will be opposite, and vice versa. In order to avoid detecting transmitted EEG potentials from frontal lobes, two signals that have the same polarity are omitted. We compared heart rate before and after rapid eye movements.

3. Results

Population averaged results for heart rate were not significantly different between light and deep sleep, where (56.0, 2.2) for light sleep, (55.8, 1.8) for deep sleep and (58.5, 2.0) for REM sleep. (mean, SEM) [/min] (Fig. 2).

Population averaged results for DFA exponents of HRV were not significantly different between light and deep sleep. The histograms are centered around 0.5 for non-REM sleep, showing almost no correlations. DFA exponents of HRV were around 0.82 for REM sleep, implicating long-range correlations (Fig. 3). The correlations during REM sleep were similar to those during awake, which were consistent with previous studies [10].

Instantaneous heart rate showed distinctive increase within 30 sec of the rapid eye movements (p=0.04) with modification by the number of succeeding rapid eye movements (Fig. 4).

Figure 2. Population averaged results for heart rate were not significantly different between light and deep sleep. Standard errors of the mean are presented as error bars.
Figure 3. Histograms of DFA exponents of HRV for light sleep, deep sleep and REM sleep. DFA exponents were around 0.5 for non-REM (light and deep) sleep and 0.82 for REM sleep.

Figure 4. Histograms of increase in heart rate after eye movement. Instantaneous heart rate showed distinctive increase within 30 sec of the rapid eye movements (p=0.04) with modification by the number of succeeding rapid eye movements. Standard errors of the mean are presented as error bars.

4. Discussion and conclusions

During sleep, eye movements of REM sleep are accompanied by various primary brainstem discharges. Cortical activation is invoked by high levels of regular neuronal discharge in the midbrain through thalamus into
cortex, in which activation, Steriade has shown an important role of the cholinergic neurons [11]. The visual occipital cortex is stimulated by Pontine-Geniculate-Occipital (PGO) waves that originate in the pons, with information including both the timing and the direction of eye movement [12,13]. Reticular cells in the medulla fire at a high regular rate, inhibiting the spinal motor neurons which leads to motor paralysis. Pontine neurons fire in bursts, inhibiting sensory nerve terminals in the spinal cord which leads to diminished sensation. Associated with these orchestrated neuronal systems of cortical activation, PGO waves, motor paralysis and diminished sensation, pontine reticular cells discharge in bursts, which directly excite nearby oculomotor neurons, resulting in ocular saccades [12].

We attribute the increase in heart rate after rapid eye movement to the autonomic arousal mechanism which is associated with this orchestrated activation of neuronal systems around pontine systems.
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